The National Museum of American Diplomacy (NMAD) is temporarily closed as a precaution related to the COVID-19 outbreak. Read more.

Get Social with NMAD!

Our physical museum may be closed temporarily but we are open 24/7 on the web! Follow us on social media and visit our website to gain insights into our collection, stay current with new developments at the museum, and access untold stories of American diplomacy. Read more.

Spotlight on #HerDiplomacy Online Exhibit

This year marks the 100th anniversary of American women achieving the right to vote. NMAD is celebrating all year by featuring women in diplomacy — women who have blazed trails, negotiated treaties, served our nation alongside their partners, strengthened diplomatic relations, survived dangers, and opened doors for sharing of cultures and ideas. Discover their stories.

Dazzling Minerals Can Have a Darker Side

Terrorist organizations and other armed groups can derive their funding from illegally mined minerals such as gold, tin, tantalum and tungsten, many of which are essential ingredients in everyday technology.
NMAD Features Women Diplomats at Diplomacy After Hours

On March 11, NMAD hosted a Diplomacy After Hours event at City Winery that featured a trivia contest about the achievements of women diplomats. With questions about Eugenia Anderson, Patti Morton, Michelle Kwan, Eleanor Roosevelt and many more, participants shared knowledge and laughter with one another. See photos.
NMAD Explores the Legacy of Dance Diplomacy

On March 5th, NMAD hosted Dr. Victoria Phillips, the author of “Martha Graham’s Cold War: The Dance of American Diplomacy.” She and the panel discussed how dance has played a role in American cultural diplomacy, building cross-cultural bridges around the world, and how Martha Graham was particularly influential. Read more.